
SITKA™ TASK & GUEST SEATING



SITKA:  4-LEG STACK CHAIRS                                                       

Taking its name from a stunning land like no other, Sitka is more than just a collection of seating; it is a 
call to find your own way. With a spare aesthetic that calls to mind the joints and curves of the spine 
itself, Sitka partners with the user to create a seating experience unlike any other. 
 
Sitka’s most prominent feature is the Perfect Pivot™ mechanism. It provides smooth articulation of the 
back and seat centered on a fulcrum that aligns with the user’s hips. Simply put, Sitka chairs move in 
concert with you because their joints are in the same place as yours. This allows every Sitka chair to 
offer intuitive support for real people, whether or not they have perfect posture, without requiring 
them to adjust any knobs or levers. Most importantly, because Perfect Pivot™ is the hallmark of the 
family, it can be found in every chair or stool bearing the Sitka name. This means that even a short 
wait in a reception area spent in a Sitka 4-Leg Stack Chair will give your guests the opportunity to 
give it a try. 
 
Stack chairs typically have to strike a balance between the comfort features users appreciate and the 
nimbleness and space-saving qualities facilities managers require. Not so, for Sitka. Its unique design 
yields chairs that are easy to move, store and use without compromise.  
 
Tubular steel components join the seat and back, and form the legs and arms for all Sitka Stack 
Chairs, in keeping with the spare, biomechanical aesthetic. In contrast to these rigid frames, Sitka’s 
poly back and seat are contoured to follow the curves of the body for a foam-free comfortable sit.   
The generous 18¼" x 18½" seat also provides all the space one needs to relax during a discussion or  
stay comfortable as a lecture heads into hour two. 
 
While Sitka Stack Chairs suit a variety of educational and training environments, to really appreciate 
all of their features, you need to see them after hours. Stacking up to 5 high on the floor, all 3       
varieties of Sitka Stack Chairs are agile in multipurpose spaces, but only Sitka 4-Leg Stack Chairs     
with Casters go a step further with built-in mobility that makes reconfigurations a snap. 
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Flip-Up Table Arm - offers 
19½" x 15" of surface area for 
note taking without intruding 
into the user’s space.

Casters - add infinite mobil-
ity to the 4-Leg Stack Chair  
without sacrificing its ability  
to stack 5 high on the floor. 
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Flip & Fold Tablet Arm -  
lifts up then folds down next 
to the chair leg to stow com-
pletely out of the way. 

Stack - up to 12 poly or 6 
upholstered 4-Leg Stack 
Chairs on a dolly or up to 5 
of either style on the floor.

Cantilever Arm -  
gives users all the room they  
need to stretch out and find  
a comfortable position. 



Fully upholstered and  
upholstered seat options 
add 1" of molded foam and 
endless fabric choices to 
Sitka’s appeal. 

Oversized tablet arms  
provide ample space for a 
notebook, laptop or tablet  
on its 23" x 16¼" surface. 

A transport dolly allows  
you to move 12 poly or 6 
upholstered Sitka Sled Base 
or 4-Leg Stack Chairs at a 
time.
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While they may look lean, with a design honed until every angle and curve has purpose, Sitka Stack Chairs 
don’t ask you to forego any of the options you seek. The three models offer unique base styles to suit a variety 
of environments. Sharing a tubular steel construction, the Sled Base, 4-Leg and Mobile Stack Chairs each have 
their own place in reception, educational and multipurpose spaces. 
 
The stack chairs also share a commitment to mobility. Though only one model is equipped with casters of its 
own, Sled Base and 4-Leg chairs become just as maneuverable when stacked up to 12 high on a transport 
dolly. Arm options for Sitka Stack Chairs abound. In addition to the armless and cantilever arm choices, they 
can be equipped with 3 types of tablet arms. Standard and oversized flip-up arms are hinged to move easily 
out of the way when not providing a 19½" x 15" or 23" x 16¼" surface, but sleek flip-fold arms actually swing  
out of the way to stow next to the leg when not in use. 
 

SITKA:  SLED BASE STACK CHAIRS



In addition to the three Stack Chair models, Sitka includes a hybrid Café Stool. Sharing much of the Stack Chair 
DNA, it contains a Perfect Pivot™ mechanism, tube steel frame and cantilever arms. Sitka Café Stools also offer 
the same finish options as the rest of the family. Poly seats and backs can be specified in an array of opaque 
colors as well as three translucent ones, and steel frame components are available in a variety of powder-coat 
finish colors in addition to chrome. 
 
Upholstered backs and seats also offer another way to customize the look of Sitka. Because both are field-
replaceable, they can be removed and reupholstered as needed to keep even the most oft used seat in the 
house looking as fresh as its first day out of the box. 
 
Unlike the Sitka Stack Chairs, Café Stools can be stacked up to 4 high on the floor during storage or building 
maintenance.  They are also available in two seat heights, 24" or 30". At either height, a three-sided foot ring 
offers additional stability and user support.

SITKA:  CAFÉ STOOLS
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The upholstered back is  
comprised of a field-replaceable 
cushion affixed to Sitka’s  
hallmark poly back.

Stack up to 4 Sitka Café 
Stools on the floor to store 
them more compactly or 
make cleaning more       
convenient. 
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Casters can be specified 
with a soft or hard wheel 
surface for optimal mobility 
on any floor surface. 
 

The adjustable foot ring  
makes the Sitka Task 
Stool as comfortable and 
ergonomic as the Task 
Chair. 

Height adjustments  
over a full 5" range are 
accomplished by a paddle 
located beneath the seat.

Translucent poly makes  
a bold modern visual  
statement and showcases 
the frame components within.

Because your need for seating isn’t limited to training, education, and informal lounge spaces, neither are 
Sitka’s seating options. In addition to the stack seating offerings, the family includes a class of simple function 
task seating. Perfect for computer rooms and conference rooms, simple function task chairs like Sitka provide 
the features that support user engagement in intensive tasks and discussions, but require little of the user’s 
attention themselves.   
 
Sitka Task Chairs and Stools are intuitive to use. Seat height adjustments from 17¼" to 22¼" are easily  
accomplished via the single paddle beneath the seat. And as they are equipped with Sitka’s Perfect Pivot™ 
mechanism, they require no additional tension control adjustments or locks on the angle of recline.  
They just move with you.   
 
Another benefit of the mechanism is that it allows the two sides of the chair to move independently.  
This provides individualized support for both sides of the body during leaning and twisting positions,  
unlike most task chairs.   
 
The last member of the Sitka family is the Task Stool. With a seat height range from 20" to 27½", this stool 
brings the features of the task chair to all new heights. However, it’s the easily overlooked components  
closer to the floor that make Sitka perfectly at home behind transaction counters or raised benches. 
 
The 5-star base, available in black nylon or die-cast aluminum, gives users extra stability as they find their way 
on Sitka’s double-wheel high-impact casters. A nickel-chrome plated foot ring also provides additional security 
and comfort. As with every other member of the Sitka family, the Task Stools combine a Perfect Pivot™  
mechanism, generous seat, and cantilever arms to give users as much space and support as they need— 
no matter the task at hand. 
 
Like its namesake, Sitka is distinctive in a landscape that tends to offer more of the same. With its striking 
design and thoughtfully crafted features, this collection will never be mistaken for any other, but if you have 
been looking for a family of seating that inspires, look no further. 

SITKA:  TASK CHAIRS & STOOLS
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4-Leg Stack Chairs

4-Leg Stack Chairs with Casters

Sled Base Stack Chairs

Simple Function Task Chairs and Task Stools – available in black or aluminum base

Café Stools

Poly or Upholstered
Armless - 22.25W 21.5D 32.5H
With arms - 26W 21.5D 32.5H
With tablet - 26W 27.5D 32.5H
Seat - 18.5W 18.25D 17.25H
Stacks 12 high on dolly (poly), 6 high on dolly (uph), and 

Poly or Upholstered
Armless - 23W 21.5D 32.5H
With arms - 26W 21.5D 32.5H
With tablet - 26W 27.5D 32.5H
Seat - 18.5W 18.25D 17.25H

Chair - poly or upholstered
Armless - 26.5W 26.6D 33-38H
With arms - 26.5W 26.6D 33-38H
Seat - 18.5W 18.25D 17.25 - 22.25H

Stool - poly or upholstered
Armless - 26.5W 26.6D 35.5-43H
With arms - 26.5W 26.6D 35.5-43H
Seat - 18.5W 18.25D 20-27.5H

Poly or Upholstered
Armless -  22.19W 21.31D 38.63 or 44.63H
With arms - 25.88W 21.31D 38.63 or 44.63H
Seat - 18.5W 18.31D
Seat height - 23.75H (bar height) or 29.75H (counter height)

Poly or Upholstered
Armless - 23W 21.5D 32.5H
With arms - 26W 21.5D 32.5H
With tablet - 26W 27.5D 32.5H
Seat - 18.5W 18.25D 17.25H
Stacks 12 high on dolly (poly), 6 high on dolly (uph), and 

SITKA:  STATEMENT OF LINE
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